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Introduction
We propose a new methodology for the
identification of MWEs from parallel multi-
lingual corpora. Our approach is in-
spired by one of the most significant prop-
erties that characterizes the majority of
MWEs, which goes under the name of non-
translatability: an MWE cannot be trans-
lated from one language to another on
a word by word basis (Sag et al., 2002;
Monti, 2012). The methodology envisions
a three-stage process. The first phase
makes use of automatic kernel methods
for the identification of possible candidate
pairs of expressions which has high recall
and low precision. In the second phase a
"word by word" automatic translation sys-
tem will filter out those candidate pairs
which are literal translations (and therefore
not MWEs). In the third phrase, a crowd-
sourcing system is employed to further val-
idate the list of final candidates.
MWE and non-translatability
There are several types of MWEs that do
not admit a literal translation from one lan-
guage into another, such as:
Fixed expressions e.g., EN. by and large
→ IT. *da e largo.
Idioms e.g., EN. Call it a day → IT.
*Chiamarlo un giorno.
Proverbs e.g., EN. There’s no such thing
as a free lunch → IT. *Non esiste una
cosa come un pranzo gratuito.
Phrasal verbs e.g., EN. Bring somebody
down → IT. *Portare qualcuno giù.
A number of MWEs can be translated lit-
erally to all other languages, such as proper
names and universal proverbs. These are
therefore excluded from the scope of the
current work. We now briefly describe the
three phases we propose.
Phase 1. Kernel methods
The initial phase of our methodology as-
sumes the availability of a large bilingual
corpus structured as an aligned list of sen-
tences. These are by now largely available
to the scientific community (e.g., Koehn,
2005). The kernel methodology will aim at
identifying parallel pairs of sentences which
potentially contain MWEs (in one lan-
guage, in the other, or in both). More pre-
cisely, at every iteration the algorithm will
detect a pair of sentences in one language
which share a certain expression (e.g., “call
it a day” in a pair of English sentences)
for which the parallel pair of sentences in
a different language also shares an expres-
sion (e.g., “passare oltre” in a pair of Italian
sentences). See table 1 for an illustration.
English Italian
I feel we will have to
call it a day at this
point.
Credo che a questo
punto dobbiamo pas-
sare oltre.
He would like us to
adjourn the vote to
the next part-session
and call it a day for
now.
Il relatore chiede di
rinviare la votazione
alla prossima seduta
e, per ora, di passare
oltre.
Table 1: Example of a parallel text in which
the English MWE “call it a day” is trans-
lated into the Italian MWE “passare oltre”.
The adopted methodology is based on
the intuition that a translation of an ex-
pression A into B can be considered reli-
able if we can find two separate sentences
in the source language containing A which
are paired to two sentences of the target
language containing B.
The kernel methodology can be applied
efficiently via string kernel methods (Lodhi
et al., 2002; Rousu and Shawe-Taylor,
2005) if the parallel data is made of aligned
text, while tree kernels can be employed
(Collins and Duffy, 2001; Moschitti, 2006;
Sangati et al., 2010; van Cranenburgh,
2014) if a parallel treebank is available.
Phase 2. MT filtering
The first phase just described is prone to
find many pairs of candidate expressions
which do not include MWEs. More pre-
cisely table 2 lists all possible outcomes.
The last one (4.), includes all non-relevant
matches which are literal translations and
therefore not MWEs.
English Italian
1. MWE ×bring up to date modernizzare
2. × MWEhe died ha tirato le cuoia
3. MWE MWEcall it a day passare oltre
4. × ×aims at adapting mira ad adattare
Table 2: All possible outcomes in detect-
ing MWEs from a pair of candidate expres-
sions.
In order to remove the candidate pairs
not including MWEs, we envision to adopt
a traditional "word by word" translation
system, that would be able to detect which
candidate pairs are likely to be literal trans-
lations of each other.
Phase 3. Crowdsourcing
As a final phase of the methodology we
conceive of a crowdsourcing platform which
would ask a set of users to manually val-
idate the final list of candidates. This
can be done by means of established plat-
forms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk or
CrowdFlower or alternatively by making
use of educational tools to be proposed to
second language learners.
Working groups concerned
WG1: Lexicon-Grammar Interface
WG3: Statistical, Hybrid and Multilin-
gual Processing of MWEs
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